PORTABLE SMART CLASSROOM UNIT EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS/DETAILS

18 Portable Smart Classroom Units will circulate for the fall semester.
2 Portable Smart Classroom Units will circulate on an on-demand basis.

IBM Thinkpad A21m Pentium III Notebook
- 128 MB RAM
- DVD/CD-ROM Drive
- Microsoft Windows 2000 operating system
- Microsoft 2000 Office Premium Suite
- Arcview
- Crystal Reports
- Norton’s Antivirus Protection software

Microsoft Basic Mouse
- Provides an alternative to the trackpoint technology on the Thinkpad notebooks.

Iomega External Zip Drive
- Comes with a courtesy 250 MB zip disk.
  POLICY NOTE: Please return the zip disk with your personal files removed. You may choose to purchase a replacement 250 MB for the jewel case that states our zip disk policy.

Panasonic VCR
- For playing videos.

Projectors:
- The Agricultural Information Center has two models of projectors to offer:
  
  Epson Powerlite Multimedia Projector
  - Has a memory card that allows Powerpoint presentations to be loaded on it, and reduce the need for a laptop in the classroom. The remote can be configured to behave as a mouse.

  Toshiba TLP471A 3LCD Data Projector
  - Has an ELMO, which is useful for classes that need to project 3-D objects onto the screen such as insects or plant material.

ATR 35S Lavalier Microphone
- Small microphone that clips to your lapel, collar, or pocket.

Advent 900 mhz Wireless Speakers
- A wireless base unit that comes with 2 wireless speakers.

Remote Pointer (mouse)
- A teaching aid to highlight or point to subject matter projected on the screen.

USB Hub
- Connects to IBM Thinkpad to extend the number of connections. Limited to equipment that is USB compatible.

Accessories
- Miscellaneous items that may be required to operate some of the equipment listed above including: Ethernet cables, USB cable, surge suppressor and extension cord.